ISO 28000
Supply Chain Security
Effectively mitigate supply chain risk

Your challenges
Today’s complex supply chains are susceptible to a range
of risk factors that can pose a threat to an organisation’s
operations and profitability. One example is physical
damage to storage and logistics systems caused by natural
environmental events, fires or even terrorism. Furthermore,
issues such as fraud or cybersecurity breaches can
negatively impact every stage of production and
distribution, from the sourcing of raw materials through to
production or delivery to end-users. A structured approach
to supply chain risk management is therefore required to
optimise reliability throughout the value chain.

What is ISO 28000?
ISO 28000 (Security management systems for the supply
chain - Best practices for implementing supply chain
security, assessments and plans) provides securityrelated requirements and guidance for organisations
which are part of international supply chains. Following
a risk-based approach, ISO 28000 addresses risk
management before, during and after any disruptive
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supply chain incident. The management systems
standard covers every stage of production or supply and
is relevant to companies of all sizes and in all sectors,
from production to services and from logistics to
transport. It includes all aspects of supply chain security,
such as risk assessment, emergency preparedness,
business continuity, sustainability, recovery, resilience
and/or disaster management.

Why is ISO 28000 important for your business?
By providing guidance for the development and
implementation of robust supply chain security
processes, ISO 28000 helps you manage risks that pose a
threat to people, cargo and operations. Furthermore, the
management system standard prepares organisations
for incidents so that they remain operational in the event
of a crisis. Based on compliant implementation of the
ISO 28000 requirements, your organisation can achieve a
high level of supply chain security, which in turn will have
a positive impact on business continuity, profitability and
customer trust.

How can we help you?
TÜV SÜD has the requisite expertise and experience
to assess your organisation’s supply chain security
programme against ISO 28000 requirements. Before the
certification audit takes place, the management system
must be implemented and its effectiveness documented
against compliance requirements.

Your business benefits
■

■

■

GET STARTED
Become familiar with ISO 28000 objectives
Identify gaps against relevant requirements
Outline and implement necessary measures
Document effectiveness and compliance

TÜV SÜD facilitates an efficient process for
organisations which are approaching the ISO 28000
certification process.

CERTIFICATION PROCESS
Stage 1 audit: Readiness review
Stage 2 audit: On-site
Your organisation identifies and implements measures to
correct the root cause of any nonconformances identified
by the audit
Issuance of ISO 28000 certificate
Annual surveillance audit to maintain certificate

Mitigate supply chain risks – high-impact measures
based on ISO 28000 requirements significantly
enhance supply chain security.
Enhance business continuity – by preparing for
incidents, you can remain operational in the event
of a crisis.
Win market trust – an independent certification by
TÜV SÜD demonstrates your commitment to risk
management based on industry best-practice.

Why choose TÜV SÜD?
TÜV SÜD’s auditors hold the necessary national
and international accreditations for management
system auditing exercises, thereby ensuring that your
ISO 28000 certification process is conducted with the
highest degree of professionalism and conformance to
international guidelines and standards. In addition, our
auditors are required to follow a strict code of conduct
through Auditor Codex, which assures both you and
your customers of our complete independence and
impartiality.

Add value. Inspire trust.
TÜV SÜD is a trusted partner of choice for safety,
security and sustainability solutions. It specialises in
testing, certification and auditing services. Since 1866,
the company has remained committed to its purpose of
enabling progress by protecting people, the environment
and assets from technology related risks. Through more
than 24,000 employees across over 1,000 locations, it
adds value to customers and partners by enabling market
access and managing risks. By anticipating technological
developments and facilitating change, TÜV SÜD inspires
trust in a physical and digital world to create a safer and
more sustainable future.

The TÜV SÜD certification mark
Related services
TÜV SÜD provides the following related services:
■
ISO 9001 – Quality management
■
ISO 14001 – Environmental management
■
ISO 45001 – OHS management
■
ISO 50001 – Energy management
■
ISO 55001 – Asset management
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The TÜV SÜD mark is widely
recognised and respected as a
trusted symbol of quality, safety and
sustainability, as our certificates
represent third-party endorsement
by a globally renowned organisation. The TÜV SÜD
certification mark offers an excellent marketing tool as
it enhances the value of your brand and inspires greater
confidence amongst your business partners and end-users.

